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Hogs With Two Snouts
By Bill Bonner

Wednesday, July 15, 2020 – Week 18 of the Quarantine

GUALFIN, ARGENTINA – We’ve come up to the ranch to
help round up the cattle. The vet came last night. A

cheerful man, he teaches veterinary medicine at the university and does
“coaching” on the side.

“When my mother died – I was very close to her – I got depressed… I
couldn’t work… Nothing seemed right.

“But then, I sat down with someone who started asking me questions.
And I saw that he was helping me get out of the hole – just by asking,
not telling. Just asking questions that helped me see things differently.

“So now, I do the same thing. I help people.”

This morning, he’s down at the corral checking the cows, one by one.
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The vet checking teeth

We used to leave them in the field and let nature take her course. But
now, we’re using more modern methods.

Those that are pregnant will stay at the ranch through the hard winter
months. Those that are not pregnant will be driven over the pass and
down into the valley next week. They’ll spend the next five months rolling
in the clover with the bulls down there.
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Waiting for the vet

We’ll have more from the ranch tomorrow…

Unhappy Reminders
Today, let’s continue exploring Lord Byron’s formula for the cycle of
empires. From freedom to glory… And when that fails… to wealth, vice,
corruption… and finally, barbarism.

This is not a criticism, nor a prescription, nor a warning. We might just as
well warn birds about gravity… or tell young people not to fall in love.
Good? Bad? It doesn’t matter. It’s just what seems to happen.

You’ll recall our corollary, too: that you can tell where you are in the cycle
by watching the monuments… and the gods.

In the glory phase, people are proud of what they are and what they’ve
done. They honor their gods and their heroes with public monuments.



Later, they find new gods… and the statues come down. The
monuments are unhappy reminders of the “olds” – old ways of thinking
that are now embarrassing or reprehensible.

Recommended Link

COVID-19: The Pin That Burst the Bubble
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It’s no surprise that coronavirus has created a worldwide
pandemic, as we see markets around the world hitting bouts of
volatility.

But what you might not know is that Bill Bonner and Dan
Denning have been tracking the debt bubble for more than 20
years and were prepared for it to burst. (Actually, Bill has been
warning his readers about it for many years.)

The coronavirus was just the nail in the coffin…

If you were following our advice, you would have been prepared



for this situation... but the good news is it’s not too late to
prepare yourself now. (You might even be able to profit.)

Click here now to read Bill’s
urgent briefing

--

Corruption Stage
At a glance, we seem to be in the corruption stage.

The vice stage, we reckon, commenced with the introduction of the fake,
non-gold-backed dollar in 1971. It took a while to find the gas valve. But
once the feds realized what they could do with an almost-unlimited
amount of money, well… the sky was the limit.

The federal government never ran a real surplus again. And then, with
its no-limit credit card, it could squander $21 trillion on the War on
Poverty… over $1 trillion on the War on Drugs… $7 trillion on the War on
Terror… and, so far, $2.3 trillion (the CARES Act) on fighting COVID-19
and the Lockdown Recession.

“Tech Royalties” could be the answer to a fruitful retirement.

The Federal Reserve’s easy-money policies also filled Wall Street with
hot air. The Dow bounced against the clouds in 1999 (probably the peak
of the “wealth” stage)… again in 2007… and then again in 2019. Each
time, stock prices fell… and the Fed opened the valves even wider.



But each time, it took more hot air to levitate the bubble; the latest
whoosh cost $3 trillion in the Fed’s new money… plus a $4 trillion deficit
from the Trump team. 

And more hot air is on the way. Both Democrats and Republicans are
reaching for the controls… one with a $3 trillion bill already in Congress;
the other still working out the details on one that, says the president,
could be even “larger.”

Swine Food
And the more money becomes available… the more the swine figure out
how to get it.

Corruption takes many forms. For example, there is a whole army of
Deep State careerists, posing as “experts” and “advisors,” making their
fortunes by pretending to have useful knowledge. The American
Conservative magazine recently turned the light on one of these slimy
creatures, Michèle Flournoy, the “Queen of the Blob”…

Flournoy may not be a household name anywhere but the Beltway,
but… according to [Jonathan] Guyer, by 2017, she was pulling nearly
half a million dollars a year wearing a number of hats: senior advisor for
Boston Consulting Group (where she helped increase their defense
contracts to $32 million by 2016), founder and CEO of the Democratic-
leaning Center for a New American Security (CNAS), senior fellow at
Harvard’s Belfer Center, and a member of various corporate boards.

She went from Beverly Hills High School to Harvard to Oxford, and then



back to Harvard, before landing a political appointment in the Clinton
Administration. In between government perches, she did consulting and
started CNAS in hopes of creating a shadow national security council
for Hillary Clinton.

When Clinton didn’t get the nomination, Flournoy and her colleagues
supported Obama and helped populate his administration, supporting
the military surge in Afghanistan and prolonging the war. She was
called the “mastermind” behind Obama’s Afghan strategy, which we
now know was a failure, an effort at futility and prolonging the
inevitable. In fact, we know now that most of the war establishment was
lying through its teeth. But that hasn’t stopped her from getting clients.
They pay for her influence, not her ability to win wars.

There are thousands of Michèle Flournoys… lobbying… angling…
bribing… putting cronies together with the politicians and bureaucrats
who can grease their skids and wash their underwear.

Recommended Link

The Clock Is Ticking (Literally)

That countdown timer you see above?

Thanks to the federal government, it’s attached to this tiny stock
right here.

Which means, all you have to do, is put a small stake into this
stock ahead of time…



Watch as the clock strikes zero…

And walk away with a potential $142,000 in your pocket – faster
than you ever thought possible.

To find out how to get all the details on this stock – including its
name and ticker…

Click here – BEFORE the clock
strikes zero

--

Money Shuffle
And when the Lockdown came… and brought with it Washington’s
Paycheck Protection Program and the Fed’s bond-buying authority… the
Flournoys of the world must have felt like hogs with two snouts.

The good, the bad, and the ugly… the rich and sometimes, even, not-so-
rich… all found ways to get into the trough.

“Pressure Point” Technique Could Double Your Money in 30 Days.

Word came last week that rapper Kanye’s West’s clothing brand, Yeezy,
got a forgivable loan… So did our old friend Grover Norquist, for his
group “Americans for Tax Reform.”

Bloomberg has more examples:



Representative Kevin Hern pushed to make it easier for franchises to
get federal loans. A company he controls did just that. So did
businesses that operate in buildings owned or controlled by the Trump
family.

And:

Jacob Gottlieb, whose $8 billion hedge fund shut amid an insider
trading scandal, is among Wall Street money managers who tapped the
government’s $669 billion emergency program designed to help small
businesses survive the coronavirus pandemic, according to federal
data.

And there’s this from the Daily Beast:

…elite D.C.-area schools where both President Donald Trump and
President Barack Obama enrolled their children: St. Andrew’s
Episcopal School, where Barron Trump is a student, got between $2
million and $5 million; and Sidwell Friends School, where both Obama
children graduated high school, got between $5 million and $10 million.

Was that the idea… to shuffle money to the elite under the smokescreen
of a national emergency (created by the feds themselves)?

Rottenest Boondoggle
Maybe so. David Stockman helpfully compiled a list of a few of the 4.9
million beneficiaries of what he calls “the rottenest boondoggle ever
conceived in Washington”…



The law firm Boies Schiller Flexner, whose chairman David Boies
has represented powerful clients such as former Vice President Al
Gore and Harvey Weinstein, among notorious others, received
between $5 million and $10 million.

Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao’s family’s business,
Foremost Maritime, got a loan valued at between $350,000 and $1
million. Chao is the wife of Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky.

Perdue Inc., a trucking company co-founded by Agriculture
Secretary Sonny Perdue, was approved for $150,000 to $350,000
in loan money.

Restaurant chains P.F. Chang’s China Bistro and Chop’t received
aid of between $5 million and $10 million.

TGI Fridays, which is backed by private equity firm TriArtisan
Capital Advisors, received at least $5 million.

The Archdiocese of New York got a loan valued at between $5
million and $10 million, while the Catholic Charities of the
Archdioceses of San Francisco, Washington, D.C., New Orleans,
and Boston, among others, all received assistance valued at more
than $2 million.

The Ayn Rand Institute, named for the objectivist writer cited as an
influence on libertarian thought, was approved for $350,000 to $1
million.



Joseph Kushner Hebrew Academy in New Jersey, which is named
after Trump’s son-in-law and advisor Jared Kushner’s grandfather,
got a loan in the range of $1 million to $2 million. Jared Kushner’s
parents’ family foundation supports the school, NBC News
reported.

Niche movie theater chain Alamo Drafthouse received a loan of at
least $5 million. Theaters have been closed while new film releases
have been delayed or pushed to streaming platforms.

Numerous news organizations received PPP loans: Forbes Media
got at least $5 million; The Washington Times got at least $1
million; The Washingtonian got at least $350,000; The Daily Caller
received at least $350,000 and The Daily Caller News Foundation
got at least $150,000; The American Prospect received at least
$150,000.

Political organizations also received loans: The Ohio Democratic
Party got at least $150,000 and the Florida Democratic Party
Building Fund got at least $350,000, while the Women’s National
Republican Club of New York got at least $350,000, the Black
Republican Caucus in Florida got at least $150,000.

The Fed, meanwhile, has its own “No Rich, Mismanaged Corporation
Left Behind” program. So far, it’s helped such big names as Berkshire
Hathaway Energy, McDonald’s, Southwest Airlines, CVS, AT&T, Boeing,
Coca-Cola, ExxonMobil, Ford, Walmart, UnitedHealth Group, Philip
Morris International, and many, many more borrow at lower rates.



Recommended Link

192 million of these 5G Devices Set to Hit the Market?
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This tiny company holds #1 spot in the tech spotlight.

It owns a ground breaking technology that’s vital to a new 5G
fast track plan launched by the government.

This tech is powerful yet small enough to fit in the palm of your
hands.

Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, demand has surged. Up to 192
million of these miraculous 5G devices are set to hit the market.

This tiny company is the most valuable tech company for 2020.
And if you hurry, you could take a single stake with a few
dollars.

Get full details now

Barbarism Ahead



And how about this… the feds have created a zombie trucking company.
Here’s money manager Chris Mayer:

I was incredulous the day the feds bailed out YRC Worldwide – a
crappy, overleveraged trucking company – on the pretense that it is
critical to defense.

What a joke. There are several big American truckers in a great
position to take YRC’s business… In fact, they had planned for it,
invested in increased capacity…

And it was not a secret. People in the market talked about how YRC’s
liquidation would be a $x billion opportunity for such and such…

Alas, it never came to pass. The feds bailed out YRC – the biggest non-
auto, non-bank bailout in U.S. history – and this aging, decrepit, poorly
run trucker continues its zombie life… 

Corruption? Check!

Barbarism lies dead ahead.

Regards,

signature

Bill

Like what you’re reading? Send your thoughts to



feedback@rogueeconomics.com.

FEATURED READS

World’s Richest Ask Governments for Higher Taxes
Economic damage from the coronavirus shutdowns is reaching new
highs, especially as regions see another increase in cases. In light of
this, dozens of the world’s wealthiest citizens are petitioning their
governments for higher taxes. “Millionaires like us have a critical role to
play in healing our world,” the letter reads...

America’s Farmers Suffer Huge Losses in Wake of COVID-19
Bill’s colleague Tom Dyson is on an American family road trip, exploring
the country’s heart and soul with his soon-to-be-wife, Kate, and their
three kids. On Monday, they visited a hog farm in Iowa and learned
about the industry… and its struggling farmers in the midst of the
COVID-19 pandemic...

MAILBAG

Dear readers still have much to say about Friday’s missive, “‘The
Donald’ Is Right!”…

I very much dislike your Liberal take! I don’t appreciate your business
sense!

– Sally P.



Hi Bill, I enjoy reading your newsletter. I want you to understand: We
are the laughingstock of the world, the united states of banana
republics of COVID-19, buried in incompetency! A broken clock is right
twice a day. Mr. Trump is that broken clock or “unqualified president”
that is not worth looking at when you want to know the time – pulling
troops from Germany and Afghanistan, reopening the schools, tearing
down statues.

Mr. Trump, whose closest associates collectively call him an “idiot,”
should have never become our president. We should have done
everything, all along, to stop him in his pursuit of the job. Shame on the
Republicans for letting him hijack their party, knowing full well that he
was not presidential quality. And we should have tried harder to get him
out ASAP when he got there.

– Nozar D.

Well Bill... you opened a can of worms. Seems no one agrees with you.
Must be all the Republicans gaining up on you! Don't give up though.
There are still people who agree with you. Just keep telling it like it is!

– Rosemary L.

And they also have a response for reader Vivian T., who said:

I have no respect for your company calling President Trump “Mr.
Trump.” He is our president and that should be the way he should be
addressed. I am a Republican and plan to stay that way. It is evident



whomever wrote this is a die-hard Demo, and I want nothing to do with
you. I never voted for Obama, but he was my president and I
addressed him as President Obama. Your tirade has offended me and
others.

– Vivian T.

Many of our friends get ill or livid – pick an adjective – when President
Trump's name is mentioned. They fail to see any redeeming qualities or
understand why anyone would be attracted to him. Therein lies the flaw
in their thinking. President Trump's base views him as a charismatic
showman, with strong market appeal, who will look out for their
interests. Our government is not a reality TV show, but a huge
bureaucracy that requires strong technical competence and leadership
if it is to function to deliver services to its citizens.

It is important to ask, does President Trump, our charismatic salesman,
turn to experts in areas where he has no expertise and listen to them to
help him run the complexity of our current government? Does he rely
on science or science-based advisors, especially if they do not agree
with him?

– Carol S.

Was Bill’s take on President Trump a “Liberal” one? Should Americans
have “tried harder” to remove Trump from office, as Nozar believes?
Write us at feedback@rogueeconomics.com.

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT…



179 Timed Stocks Have Soared So Far Since The
Coronavirus Struck In December…

Every day since the coronavirus struck in December, one Timed Stock
has soared.

179 so far in all.

Each of them could’ve turned $5,000 into paydays like $104,150…
$150,000… even $875,000 or more… in months. Weeks. Sometimes
even a single day. 

Gains like this are NOT normal. And NOT to be expected.

But the pace is only expected to ramp up from here.

And Jeff Brown, the world’s #1 Timed Stock expert, wants to show
you how to profit off it… for free.
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Get Instant Access
Click to read these free reports and automatically sign up for daily research.
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How You Can Start
Profiting From
Maganomics
Today
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The Three Best
Gold Coin Deals
on the Market
Today
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The Gold
Investor’s Guide
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